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COLOR
ADJUSTMENTS
TWO QUICK WAYS TO CORRECT A COLORCAST

The quickest and dirtiest way to correct a colorcast is to choose menu: Image » Adjustments » Auto Color. The keyboard shortcut to call up the command is Ctrl+Shift+B [Cmd+Shift+B]. Alternatively, enter the Curves dialog box and click the Auto button. Auto Color does a reasonable job some of the time but not all the time!

The second way, a little more convoluted but it can give more control and the option of changing your mind, is to use a Curves Adjustment layer. To do so, make sure your Eyedropper tool’s option is set to Sample Size: 3 by 3 Average. Then in the Layers palette, make a Curves Adjustment Layer by clicking on the Create new fill or adjustment layer button. In the Curves dialog box, click on the Set Black Point eyedropper button and drag the pointer though a deep shadow in the image. Next, click on the Set White Point eyedropper button and drag the pointer through a highlight in the image. If there is a known gray content in the image, click on it with the Set Gray Point eyedropper. Once the shadow and highlight have been neutralised, the colorcast should disappear.

WHITE BALANCE IMAGES EXPOSED UNDER WRONG LIGHT SOURCE

The following simulates removing a colorcast using LAB AB curves without leaving the original color mode. Set the Eyedropper tool to Size Sample 3x3 Average. Sample the color that you want to remove from a midtone or a highlight (if removing the orange mask from scanned color negatives, sample the color between the perforations). Make a new layer. Fill it with the sampled color. Invert the layer from the Layer menu or by using the keyboard shortcut of Ctrl+I [Cmd+I]. Change the layer’s blend mode to Color. Lower the opacity of the layer to 50%. That should get you into the ballpark.
HOW TO STRIP AN ICC PROFILE FROM A DOCUMENT

If you do not want to save files with embedded or tagged ICC profiles, how can you strip a document of its profile when there is no obvious ‘Untag Profile’ command? Well, you can do it from the same dialog box as used for assigning profiles. Just go to menu: Image » Mode » Assign Profile and then choose Don’t Color Manage This Document. Click the OK button. The profile will be stripped and the document saved as an Untagged document.

VIEW GAMUT WARNINGS FOR CUSTOM PROFILES

Before you can view a gamut warning for a custom profile, it must be added to the Proof Setup menu. To do so, take the following steps:

1. Choose menu: View » Proof Setup » Custom and then select the profile.
2. Select a rendering intent from the pop-up and check the Use Black Point Compensation option.
3. Check the Simulate Ink Black or Paper White option if the profile allows it; if selected, the options affect the preview and not the print.
4. Save the settings and give it a name.
5. Back in the Proof Setup dialog box, the Setup name should change to your chosen name. Click OK to exit.
6. In the Proof Setup menu, the profile should also be selected and you should be seeing a preview based on your custom profile.
7. There’s just one more step needed to view the out of gamut colors: choose menu: View » Gamut Warning or hold down Ctrl+Shift [Cmd+Shift] and press the Y key.

Proof Colors is a sticky command, so do remember to deselect it in order to return to your default working color space. Also, if the warning overlay color doesn’t stand out from your image, you can change the color and the opacity by going to Preferences » Transparency & Gamut and choosing under Gamut Warning.

Note: when the Proof Colors command is not being used, gamut warnings are based on the profile chosen in the CMYK working color space in Color Settings.
TEN WAYS TO DESATURATE AN IMAGE

1. a. Apply a Channel Mixer adjustment layer.
   b. Tick the Monochrome option.
   c. Set the mixer to 60G, 40R, 10B (other weights can be used – usually adding up to 100% but not always).

2. a. Copy your layer to a new layer, Ctrl+J [Cmd+J].
   b. Set your Foreground and Background colors to default (press the D key).
   c. Select the Brush tool.
   d. Set its blend mode to Color.
   e. Paint on the duplicated layer.

3. a. Select the area you want to desaturate (feather the selection).
   b. Apply a Hue/Saturation adjustment layer.
   c. Decrease the Saturation slider.

4. a. Double click on the layer.
   b. In the Layer Style palette, select Color Overlay.
   c. Choose 50% gray as your color and set blend mode to Color.

5. a. Create a new layer above the layer you want to desaturate.
   b. Fill it with 50% gray.
   c. Set its blend mode to Color.

6. a. Choose menu: Image » Adjustments » Desaturate, or keyboard shortcut Ctrl+Shift+U [Cmd+Shift+U].
   b. Choose menu: Edit » Fade Desaturate, or keyboard shortcut Ctrl+Shift+F [Cmd+Shift+F].
   c. Play with the settings.

7. a. In the Channels palette, click on a channel with good contrast (try Green as a contender).
   b. Select the channel and then copy it.
   c. In the Layers palette, paste it as a new layer.
   d. Play with the Opacity or the blend modes of the new layer.

8. a. Apply a Solid color black to white Adjustment layer.
   b. Set its blend mode to Hue, Saturation or Color

9. a. Set the Foreground color to 50% gray.
   b. Select the Paint Bucket tool.
   c. Set its blend mode to Color on the Options bar.
   d. Click on the color you want to desaturate.

10. Use the Sponge tool and set its mode to Desaturate.
APPLY A MULTITONE EFFECT TO AN IMAGE IN RGB MODE

To create a multitone effect without leaving RGB mode, take the following steps:

1. Create a new Hue/Saturation Adjustment layer above your image layer.
2. Desaturate the image by moving the Saturation slider to zero.
3. Next, apply a Color Balance Adjustment layer; hold down the Alt [Opt] key as you create it so that you can change the blend mode to Color in the New Layer dialog box.
4. Play with the sliders in the Color Balance dialog box. You can confine the changes to Shadows, Midtones or Highlights by clicking on the appropriate radio button at the bottom of the dialog box.

KEEP SELECTED ELEMENTS IN COLOR AND TURN REST TO B&W

In the Layers palette, select the layer containing the image content that you want to alter. Next, click on the Create new adjustment layer button and select Hue/Saturation. In the dialog box that pops up, bring the Saturation slider all the way down to zero. Click the OK button to exit. Press the X key to switch the Foreground and Background color swatches so that black becomes the Foreground color. Select a brush, make sure its dynamics are turned off in the brushes palette (no ticks under Brush Tip Shape), and paint on the element whose color you want to preserve. As you paint on the mask, the color will seep back as if by magic.

When you paint, make sure the Hue/Saturation Adjustment layer is active at all times and not your image layer! Try different brush shapes or changing the Foreground black color to a shade of gray to finesse the mask. If you make a mistake, change the Foreground color to white and then paint it out (press the X key to switch between the Foreground and Background colors). When you paint on the mask with white, you basically re-apply the Adjustment layer mask.
SELECTIVELY SATURATE COLORS IN AN IMAGE

There are times when you want to saturate an image but a global saturation move makes the image look garish or unnatural. You can selectively saturate parts of the image without having to make selections with the selection tools. To do so, create a Hue/Saturation Adjustment layer and select the color you wish to alter from the Edit: pop-up menu in the dialog box.

When you select a color, a default color range is defined for you and the eyedropper buttons at the bottom of the dialog box will spring to life. You can define a color range with the first eyedropper by sampling in the image and add or subtract from it by using the second and third eyedroppers respectively.

Furthermore, you can refine your selection by moving the sliders at the bottom of the dialog box. The two outside triangular sliders define how smooth or harsh the transition will be between the selected and non-selected colors. §

Hue/Saturation adjustment slider:
A. Adjusts color range without affecting fall-off
B. Moves the whole slider
C. Adjusts range of color component
D. Adjusts fall-off without affecting color range